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Abstract 
A class of parallel multisplitting chaotic relaxation methods is established for the large sparse linear complementarity 
problems, and the global and monotone convergence is proved for the H-matrix and the L-matrix classes, respectively. 
Moreover, comparison theorem is given, which describes the influences of the parameters and the multiple splittings upon 
the monotone convergence rates of the new methods. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Matrix multisplitting methods for the solution of linear system of equations are genuine parallel 
iterative methods which are based on several splittings of the coefficient matrix of the linear system. 
They were first introduced by O'Leary and White in [8], and further developed by many authors, 
e.g., Neumarm and Plemmons [7], Frommer and Mayer [6], Wang [10], Bru et al. [5], Bai [1], Bai 
[4] and references therein. 
Recently, by applying this multisplitting technique to the large sparse linear complementarity 
problems, Bai and Evans [3] presented a class of parallel multisplitting relaxation methods for 
solving these problems on the SIMD multiprocessor systems (see also [2]). These methods are 
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much profitable for parallel processing since each of the ~ processors of the multiprocessor system 
can solve one of the ~ subproblems. Meanwhile, they are synchronous in the sense that to begin 
the next iterate, each processor has to wait until all processors have completed their calculations 
of the current iterates. Hence, if the splittings and the weightings are chosen so that the workload 
carried by all processors i roughly equally distributed, these methods can attain maximum efficiency 
in their implementations. When such a balance can be achieved, then the individual processors are 
ready to contribute towards their update of the current global iterate at the same time, which, in 
turn, minimizes idle time. 
However, there are many applications that the concrete physical properties of the original problems 
lead to linear complementarity problems which quite naturally divide into subproblems of unequal 
sizes. To avoid loss of time and efficiency in processor utilization, quite similar to [5], for the linear 
complementarity problem we will consider here a class of parallel chaotic iteration methods, for 
which each processor can carry out a varying number of local iterations until a mutual phase time 
is reached when all processors are ready to contribute towards the global iteration. 
Under suitable restrictions on the involved parameters and the splitting matrices, we prove the 
convergence of the chaotic iteration methods for solving the linear complementarity problem when 
its system matrix is an H-matrix with positive diagonal elements. When the system matrix is an 
M-matrix, we establish the monotone convergence theories for the new methods. Moreover, we also 
set up comparison theorems about the monotone convergence rates, and investigate the influences of 
the parameters and splittings upon the monotone convergence rates of these methods. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let C=(ck j )CL(R ' )  be an n x n matrix. By diag(C) we denote the n ×n diagonal matrix co- 
inciding in its diagonal with C. For A = (akj), B = (bkj) E L(E"), we write A ~< B if akj ~< b~j holds 
for all k, j=  1,2,... ,n. Calling A nonnegative if A t> 0, this definition carries immediately over 
to vectors by identifying them with n x 1 matrices. In particular, we call the vector x E E" posi- 
tive (written x>0)  if all its entries are positive. By [A[ =([akj[) we define the absolute value of 
A EL(E"); it is a nonnegative n x n matrix satisfying [AB[ <~ ]A[[BI for any B EL(R'). We denote by 
(A) ~-((akj)) the n x n comparison matrix of A E L(~ n ) where (akj) = [ak~ [ for k = j  and (ak~) = -[akj[ 
for k#j ,k , j=  1,2 .... ,n. We call A=(ak j )EL(~")  an L-matrix if akk >0(k = 1,2 .... ,n) and akj <<. 0 
(k#j ,k , j=  1,2 .... ,n); an M-matrix if it is a nonsingular L-matrix satisfying A -l >~ 0; and an H- 
matrix if (,4) is an M-matrix. Note that an H-matrix is nonsingular, and has the properties that 
[A-ll ~< (A) -~ and p(IDAI-'IBAI)< 1, where DA = diag(A), BA =DA -A  and p(*) the spectral radius 
of a matrix. 
If x E ~', x+ is used to denote the vector with elements (x+)j--max{0,xj}, j - -1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  For 
any x, y E ~", the following facts hold: 
(a) (x + y)+ ~< x+ + y+; 
(b) x+ - y+ ~< (x - y)+; 
(c) Ixl =x+ + (-x)+, 
(d) x ~< y implies x+ ~< y+. 
Now, consider the Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP): find a z E gO" such that Mz + q >1 O, 
z >~ O, and zT(Mz+q)=O, where M=(mkj )  EL(R") is a given real matrix and q=(qk)  E ~" a given 
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real vector. By the operator (o)+, the LCP can be equivalently transformed to a fixed-point system 
of equations 
z = (z - 7E(Mz + q))+, 
where y is some positive constant and E = diag(ekk)E L(R") is an arbitrary positive diagonal matrix. 
Therefore, (2.1) readily leads to various iterative methods, which, in particular, include the following 
parallel multisplitting AOR method (PMAOR-method) in [3]: 
PMAOR-Method. Given an initial guess z ° E R". For p = 0, 1,2,... until convergence, compute 
Z p+I = ~E i  Zp'i, 
i=1 
where 
z p'' =(z  p - 7E[rLiz p'i ÷ (o~M - rLi)z p + toq])+, i=  1,2,...,a, 
while L~ (i = 1,2,..., ~) are strictly lower triangular matrices, Ei (i = 1,2 .... , a) are nonnegative 
diagonal matrices such that )-'~i~=] Ei = I  (the n x n identity matrix), and r E [0, oo) and to E (0, oo ) 
are relaxation parameters. 
For the basic properties and convergence theories of this PMAOR-method, one can refer to [3] 
for details. Moreover, (2.1) straightforwardly results in the following existence and uniqueness con- 
clusion about the solution of the LCP. 
Lemma 2.1 (Bai and Evans [3]). Let M EL(R") be an H-matrix with positive diagonal elements. 
Then the LCP  has a unique solution z* E R". 
We review an important property about the M-matrix. 
Lemma 2.2 (Varga [9]). Let A EL(R") have nonpositive off-diagonal entries. Then A is an M- 
matrix if  and only if  for any positive vector v E R", there exists a positive vector u E R" such that 
Au :v .  
3. The chaotic iterative methods 
Let MEL(R") be a matrix, 0~ ~<n be a positive integer, and D--diag(M), M=D + B. For 
i=  1,2,...,a, suppose that LiEL(R") are strictly lower triangular matrices, UiEL(R") are zero- 
diagonal matrices, and E~ EL(R") are nonnegative diagonal matrices, such that det(D)~ 0 and 
(a) M = D + Li + U~ = D + B, i :  1,2,...,a; 
Ct (b) ~t=l Ei---I (the n x n identity matrix), 
Then the collection of triples (D+Li ,  U~,Ei) (i----1,2,..., a) is called a multisplitting of the matrix 
M E L(R"). 
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Define ~ operators F, : R" ---, R", i = 1,2 .. . .  , c¢, in accordance with the following rule: 
F / (z)=~ i, i=1 ,2  .. . .  ,~, (3.1) 
where ~i is the fixed point of the system of equations 
~'= (z - vE[rLi¢' + (~oM - rLi)z + oJq])+. (3.2) 
In fact, for any z E ~n (3.2) has a unique solution in R ~. Then, the PMAOR-method can be equiv- 
alently expressed as 
Z p+I = ZE iF i ( zP ) ,  p:0 ,  1,2, . . . .  
i=1 
At present, corresponding to the multisplitting chaotic iteration Model A in [5], we consider the 
following parallel multisplitting chaotic AOR method (PMCAOR-method) for solving the LCP on 
the multiprocessor systems. 
PMCAOR-Method. Given an initial guess z ° E R n. For p = O, 1,2,...  until convergence, compute 
(X 
zp+l ~'~ E.Fl~(i,p)(zp = L..d t i ", J, 
i=1 
where #(4 p)  (i = 1,2,. . . ,  c¢; p = 0, 1,2,...) are the composite numbers satisfying 
Fi~(i'P) = { LF~ o F~ o . . .  o Fi, otherwise.f°r #(4 P) ~> 1, 
In the above method, the chaotic parameter/~(i, p)  is the number of times that the ith processor 
updates its vector in the pth iteration. In addition, F~ (i = 1,2,. . . ,  ~) are c¢ operators for which each 
assigns the task to the ith processor of the multiprocessor system. On the other hand, suitable 
choices of the parameters involved in the operators Fi (i = 1,2,.. . ,  c¢) not only significantly improve 
the convergence property of this method, but also result in a series of applicable parallel chaotic 
relaxation methods in the sense of matrix multisplitting (refer to [3]). 
4. Convergence analysis for H-matrix class 
In this section, we emphatically discuss the convergence of the PMCAOR-method when the system 
matrix M E L(R n) is an H-matrix. For this purpose, we first investigate the properties of the operators 
F/: R n---, R", i=  1,2 .. . .  ,~, defined in (3.1) and (3.2). 
Theorem 4.1. Let the operators Fi:R"--~R" ( i=  1,2, . . . ,~) be defined in (3.1) and (3.2), and 
denote 
~,. = I  - ryEIL, I, 
i=  1,2,...,o¢. (4.1) 
% = II - 7E(coM - rLi)[, 
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Then fo r  any y ,z  E g~", it holds that 
IE(y)-E(z)I <~- l~ ly -z l ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,~ .  
Proof.  For i=  1,2, . . . ,  ~, let r/i =E(y) ,  where 
tl i = (y  - ])E[rZiq i -[- (o)M - rZ i )y  n t- (oq])+, i = 1,2 . . . .  , ~. 
Then by subtracting (4.2) from (3.2) we have 
~i __ ~]i = (Z  - -  ] )E [ rZ i¢  i -F (o)M - rZ i ) z  q -  ~oq])+ 
- (y  - 7E[rLiq i + (ogM - rL i )y  + o)q])+ 
<_ ((z - y )  - yE[ rZ i (¢  i - -  ?~i) .q_ (ogM -- rZi)(z - -  y)])+. 
Therefore, 
(~ i  __ ~ i )+ ~ ( _TErZ i (¢ i  _ t l i ) )+  _[_ ([I _ 7E(ogM - rLi)](z - y))+. 
Analogously, we can obtain 
(tl' - ~')+ <<. ( -yErL~(t l  ~ - {"))+ + ([I - yE(ogM - rL , ) ] (y  - z))+. 
Now,  the combination of  (4.3) and (4.4) directly gives the following estimates: 
I~' - nil ~-- (~ i  _ r / i )+ .~_ (hi _ ~ i )+ 
<_ (_TErL i ({ i  _ rli))+ + (_TErLi(rl i  _ {i))+ 
+([ I  - 7E(ogM - rZi)](z - -  y) )+ 
+([ I  - 7E(coM - rLg)](y - z))+ 
= lTErLi({' - ?]i) I "-~ 111 - 7E(ogM - rL,)](z - y)[ 
yErILiII~ ~ - tl~l + II - 7E(oJM - rL,)llz - Yl. 
Hence, 
[g i - ffl ~< ~- l~/ I z  - Y[, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,~ .  
This is just the conclusion what we are proving. [] 
Theorem 4.2. Let  the condit ions o f  Theorem 4.1 be satisfied. Then fo r  any 
nonnegat ive integer It, it holds that 
I F f l (y ) -F f l ( z ) l  ~< (~/-1N)" ly  - z l ,  i=  1,2 . . . . .  0~. 
Proof. Based on Theorem 4.1, this conclusion can be directly verified by induction on #. 
With the 
method. 
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(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
y, z C ~" and any 
[] 
above preparations, we can now establish the convergence theory of  the PMCAOR- 
Applying Lemmas 
Iz +l - z*l 
~< 
where 
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Theorem 4.3. Let M =(mkj)EL(I~ ") be an H-matrix with positive diagonal elements. Let (D + 
Li, U,,E~)(i= 1,2,. . . ,~) be its multisplitting satisfying 
(M)=D- [L i I - [U i I - -D - [B[ ,  i=1 ,2  .... ,~. 
Then for any initial guess z ° E ~,  the iterative sequence {z p} generated by the PMCAOR-method 
converges to the unique solution z* of the LCP, provided 0<Tejj ~< 1/mjj ( j=  1,2 .... ,n), the 
chaotic parameters #(i, p) satisfy #(i, p) >>. 1 (i = 1, 2,..., ~; p = O, 1,2,...), and the relaxation 
parameters r and ~o satisfy 
1 
0~<r ~<co, 0<tn~< 
mini <j <, { 7ejjmjj }" 
Proof. In light of Lemma 2.1, the LCP has a unique solution z* E E ~ under the hypotheses. That 
is to say, z* =Fi(z*)(i= 1,2,...,00, and hence, 
Z* ~ g F~(i'P)(z* "1 =~ i i ~ , p=0,1 ,2 , . . .  
i=1 
Now, by the definition of the PMCAOR-method, we have 
[z p+I - z* [  ~< ~-~EiIFi'(i'P)(zP)-Fi~(i'P)(z*), p=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
i=1 
4.1 and 4.2 we can further obtain 
~-~ Ei(~i-l~i)lt(i'P)[zP -- Z:~[ "= Tplz p - z*[ 
i--I 
. . .  To l z° -  z*l, p- - -0 ,1 ,2 , , . . ,  
Tp= ZEi(~.-l(~i) I't(i,p), p=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
i=1 
Therefore, the iterative sequence {z p} converges to z* if limp__,~ I-IP=0 Tj = 0. We need to show 
that Tpu <~ Ou(p=O, 1,2,...) hold for some positive vector u E ~" and some nonnegative constant 
0E [0,1). 
In fact, from [3] we know that under the hypotheses there exist a positive vector u E ~" and a con- 
stant 0E [0, 1) such that ~-~Cgiu <~ Ou(i= 1,2,...,0 . Hence, by noticing #(i,p) >~ 1(i= 1,2,...,0q 
p = 0, 1,2 ... .  ) we evidently have 
Tpu= ~-~ Ei(~'c~i)u(i'p)u <~ ~ EiOU(i'p)u <~ Ou, p=0, 1,2,.... 
i - - I  i= l  
This completes our proof. [] 
Several comments on alternative hypotheses for Theorem 4.3 are in order. First, Theorem 4.3 is 
still valid if for all i E { 1,2,..., ~} and finite many p E {0, 1,2 .... }, p(i, p) = 0. Second, a particular 
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but more practical choice for the parameters 7 and E is 7E = D -1  . Finally, for this case of the 
PMCAOR-method, we have convergence if, in particular, the relaxation parameters r and m satisfy 
0 <~ r ~< ~o and 0<o9<2/(1 + p(D-~IBI)). 
5. Monotone convergence analysis 
In this section, we mainly investigate the monotone convergence properties of the PMCAOR- 
method when the system matrix M E L(R')  is an L-matrix. For this purpose, we stipulate, from now 
on, that the feasible set 9o = {x E ~" I x >t O, Mx + q >~ 0} of the LCP is nonempty. First of all, 
we study the monotone properties of the operators F/i : R" ~ E', i=  1,2 .... ,a, defined in (3.1) and 
(3.2). 
Theorem 5.1. Let the operators Fi: R'--* ~"( i= 1,2 ... .  ,00 be defined in (3.1) and (3.2). Assume 
that M E L(~' )  is an L-matrix, and (D + Li, Ui, Ei)(i = l ,2 , . . . ,~)  is its multisplitting satisfying 
Li <<, 0 and U, <<, O, i= 1,2 .... ,~. Also, assume that 0 <<, r <<. co and O<og<l/min~<~j<~,{Tejjmjj}. 
Then for any z E ~o, it holds that 
(a) Fi(z) <~ z, i= 1,2,..., ~; 
(b) y <~ z implies F~(y) <~ F~(z), i= 1,2,...,a; 
(C) ~ = Ei~=l EiF i (z )  implies ~ E @o. 
Proof. We first verify (a). From (3.1) and (3.2) we only need to test for Vi E { 1,2,..., c~} that the 
inequalities 
~ <~zk, k= 1,2,. . . ,n (5.1) 
hold, with ~ satisfying 
( [k 1) ~ = zk - 7ekk r ~(Li)kj(¢~ -- zj) + og(Mz + q)k , (5.2) j=l + 
where (O)kj represents the (k,j)th element of a matrix, while (o)k the kth element of a vector. 
Because of z E 90, it evidently holds that ~i ~< Zl. Now, suppose (5.1) hold for k= 1 ,2 , . . . , j -  
1. Then we can directly get ~j. ~< zj from (5.2). By induction, we know that (5.1) holds for all 
k = 1,2,... ,  n, and hence, (a) is true. 
To verify (b), we denote ~i =Ft.(y ) (i = 1,2,.. . ,~), where r/i is the fixed point of the system of 
equations 
~i = (y _ 7E[rLiqi + (ogM - rZ i )y  q- ogq])+. 
Therefore, we only need to test that for Vi E {1,2,... ,  ~} the inequalities 
q~ ~< ~, k= 1,2,. . . ,n (5.3) 
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hold. In fact, since 
[ k- l  L i 
rl~ = Yk - ~'ekk r Z (  i)kjrlJ "q- 09mkkyk 
j=l 
+(09 - r )~(L i )~jy j  + 09 E(~)k ;Y ;  + 09q~ 
j=l j=l 
j~k + 
= 1 - 09~ekkmkk)yk -- ?ekk r Li)kj 
.= 
. 1  1) +(09 - r)  Z(Zi  )k;Y; + 09 Z(  U~)kjy; + 09qk , 
j=l j=l 
j~k + 
by noticing 
((1 - ¢uTellmll )z I - ?ell 
\ 
((1 - 097ellmll )yl -- ~'ell >i 
\ 
= rl~, 
09 j~2(U~)uzj + 09ql + 
09 j~=2(Ui)IjYj + ¢Oql + 
and considering the hypotheses, we can immediately demonstrate he validity of (5.3) by induction. 
Now, we turn to (c). For i=  1,2,...,~, let 
~i = Ft.(Z) ' ¢= ~ Ei~i= ~--~EiF/(z), 
i=l i=1 
~i = Fi(~), ~= Z fi~i= Z ft.Fi(~). 
i=1 i=1 
Then by (a) we easily have ~ ~< z, and from (b) we immediately get ~ .N< ~. Evidently, 
~i>~0, ~i~>0, /=1,2  .... ,e, 
and ¢/> O, ~ ~> 0 by the definitions. Moreover, we can assert he validity of the inequality (Me + 
q)l ~> O. Otherwise, 
~il -~-(~1 -- ?el109(M~ + q)l )+ >(~l )+ = ~1, 
and hence, (1 > ¢1. This contradicts ~ ~< ~. 
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At present, suppose that we have got (M4 + q)y i> 0, j = 1,2,. . .  , k -  1. Then we must have 
~- ~< 42, J=  1,2 . . . .  , k -  1. Moreover, we can also assert that it holds that (M4+q)~ >10. Otherwise, 
by defining w = (~ - ?caE(M~ + q))+, we can immediately obtain wk >~ ~.  On the other hand, the 
following estimates can be straightforwardly deduced from the definitions of  ~i and w: 
k = 4k - ?ekk r (Li)kfi{5. - {j)  + ca(M{ + q)k 
+ 
Q k- I  
= (1 - ca?ekkm~k)4~ -- y(ca -- r)ekk ~-~(Li)kj~j 
j=l 
n k-I / 
--?caekk ~_~( Ui )ky~j - ?rekk ff'~(Li )kj~. - ?caekkqk 
j=l  j=l 
j~k + 
k--I 
~< (1 - ca?ekkmkk)4~ -- ?(ca -- r)ekk ~-'](Li)kj4j 
j=l  
n k-I ) 
-- ?caekk ~ ( Ui )kj4 j - ?rekk ~ ( Li )k~4 j - ?cae~qk 
j=l  j=l  
j#k + 
= ((¢k - ?caekk(M4 + q)k)+ 
W k . 
In addition, since 
~i __ W ~- (4  -- ?E[rL~{ i + (caM - rL~)4 + caq])+ 
- (4  - ?caE(M4 + q))+ 
( - r?EL i (¢  i -- 4))+, 
and similarily, 
w - ~' <~ ( - r?EL i ({  - {i))+, 
we have 
I~ i - wl = (~ - w)+ + (w - ~i)+ 
<<. ( - ryEL , (~ i - 4))+ + ( - rvEL i (~ - ~g))+ 
-- I rvEL,(~ ~ - g)l ~< rvEILd[~'  - gl 
<<. r~E IL [ ( I  - ryE lL i l ) - ' ?caE Igg  + q[ 
,0  ( r~O) ,  
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that is, l im~0 (~ = w (i = 1,2,.. . ,  ~). Here, the estimates 
[(i __ ~l ~ ( I  - rvE lZH) - 'v~oE IM¢ + ql, i=  1,2 . . . . .  c~ 
have been applied in the forth line. Moreover, observing wk ~> ~,  we know that (~ >/~k (i = 1,2, 
. . . ,  ~) must hold for some sufficiently small r E [0, 1 ). However, this immediately implies the validity 
of the inequality ~k/> ~k, which is evidently a contradiction. Therefore, (M~+q)k >10. By induction, 
we get ~ E 90. 
Based on Theorem 5.1, we can easily derive the following monotone properties about the 
PMCAOR-method. 
Theorem 5.2. Let all the conditions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Then for any initial vector z ° E 90, 
the iterative sequence {z p} generated by the PMCAOR-method has the following properties: 
(1) 0 <~z p+I <<.z p <<.z °, p=0,1 ,2 , . . .  ; 
(2) limp~ooz p =z*,  with z* a solution of the LCP; and 
(3) any solution z** of the LCP that satisfies 0 <<, z** <<, z ° must obey z** <<, z*. 
Proof. Since z ° E~0, by Theorem 5.1(a) we have E(z °) <~ z °, and from Theorem 5.1(b) we get 
Ffl(i'°)(z°) <<. z °, i= 1,2 .. . .  ,~. Hence, z I ~< z °. Now, by recursively using Theorem 5.1(b) again we 
obtain (1). (2) is a direct corollary of (1) and (2.1). We presently turn to (3). Because z** is 
a solution of the LCP, from (2.1) we see that z** = L~i=lX-'~ EFf(i'P)fz**~ii ~ ~, p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  hold. By 
recursive applications of Theorem 5.1 we have z** ~< z p, p=0,  1,2,.... Now, through taking limits 
on both sides of these inequalities we get z** ~< z*. [] 
The following theorem describes the influences of the parameters r, ~, 7 and E, as well as the 
multisplitting (D + Zi, Ui,Ei) ( i=  1,2 .... ,~) of the system matrix M E L(R ") upon the monotone 
convergence rate of the PMCAOR-method. 
Theorem 5.3. Let M E L(~ n) be an L-matrix, whose diagonal elements atisfy 0 <7ogejjmjj ~< 1 and 
0<Tmejjmjj ~< 1, j=  1,2 . . . .  ,n, where 7,7, og, O, ejj and-djj ( j=  1,2, . . . ,n)  are all positive constants. 
Let (D + Li, Ui, Ei) (i = 1,2,... ,  ~) and (D + Li, Ui,Ei)(i = 1,2,.. . ,  ~) be two multisplittings of the 
system matrix M EL(~n), satisfying Li <~ O, U~ <~ O, -Zi ~ 0 and U~ ~< 0, i = 1,2,... ,~. Assume that 
the relaxation parameter pairs (r, og) and (~,~) satisfy 0 <<. r <~ co and 0 <<. -f <<, ~. Then by Theorem 
5.2, for any starting vector z ° =z  -° E 90, both the iterative sequences {z p} and {~P} generated by 
the PMCAOR-method corresponding to the parameter collections (r, co, 7,E ) and (?,~,7,E), and 
the multisplittings (D + L/, U,,E/) (i = 1,2, . . . ,~) and (D + Li, U~,E~)(i-- 1,2 .... ,~), respectively, 
converge to a solution z* E ~ of the LCP. Moreover, we have 
Z p ~ zP, p- -  0, 1 ,2, . . .  (5.4) 
i f  at least one of the following conditions (a ) - ( f )  holds: 
(a) Li ~< Li, i = 1,2 . . . . .  0~; 
(b) ejj >1 ~jj>0, j=  1,2 .. . .  ,n; 
(c) r ~> P >~ 0; 
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(d) a~ >/~>0;  
(e) 7>~>0;and 
(f)  #(i, p) >~ -~(i, p), i= l ,2 , . . . ,0q  p=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Proof. In a way similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can demonstrate hat for all p = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  
zP,~PEgo. Define operators f f i 'R" ~ R", i=1 ,2 , . . . ,~ ,  in accordance with F i ( z )=~ i 
( i=  1,2,. . . ,~),  where ~ is the fixed point of the system of equations 
7' = (z - yE[FL;~' + (~M - FL~)z + ~q])+. 
Then we have 
~p+l  = V ~ E.-fffi(i,p)[~p, p=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
i=1 
Moreover, we can inductively demonstrate hat E(z) <~ F;(z), i = 1,2,. . . ,  c¢, are valid for any z E 90, 
provided either of the conditions (a)-(e)  is satisfied. Because z E 90 directly implies E(z),F~(z) E 9o 
for Vi E { 1,2,. . . ,  ~}, our proof can now be fulfilled by induction. 
In fact, when p = 0, (5.4) is trivial. Suppose that (5.4) holds for some positive integer p. Then 
by applying the condition (F) and recursively using Theorem 5.1 we easily get 
Fi#(i'P)(zP) ~-F#i(i'P)(z,P), i=  1,2,. . . ,~; p=0,  1,2,.. . ,  
and hence, z p+1 <~ ~P+I, p=0,  1,2,.... This completes our proof. [] 
Theorem 5.3 shows that except the influences of the weighting matrices E~ (i = 1,2, . . . ,~) and 
the chaotic parameters #(i, p)  (i = 1,2,. . . ,  ~; p = 0, 1,2,...), the selections r = o~ = 7 = 1, e z = 1/m~j 
( j  = 1 ,2  . . . .  , n) ,  and the choices 
( mkj, if (Li)kj --fi O, 
O, otherwise, 
k, j= l,2,...,n; i=1 ,2 , . .  .,0~ 
U~)kj= [0 '  i f k= jor  (Li)kj¢0, ( 
( mkj, otherwise, 
can result in faster convergence rate of the PMCAOR-method under the assumptions. Also, it 
implies that the optimum parameters r, co and 7, in general, should be some r0, COo and 70 with 
r0, o~0, 70 E (1, co). 
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